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IVANA MÜLLER PARTITUUR 
T E C H N I C A L  R I D E R  
 
producer  I’M’COMPANY - 3, rue Baulant - 75012 Paris, France 
   www.ivanamuller.com !
contacts  technical coordinators ‘Partituur’:  
   Martin Kaffarnik  
   T +31 (0)6 45 60 64 75 - mkaffarnik@gmail.com 
   Ludovic Rivière  
   T +33 (0)6 31 98 70 62 riviereludovic@hotmail.com 
   Jérémie Sananes 
   T +33 (0)6 60 42 82 71 - jeremie.sananes@gmail.com !
   artistic collaborators ‘Partituur’: 
   Albane Aubry 
   T +33 (0)6 16 53 85 53 - albaneaubry@gmail.com 
   Sarah van Lamsweerde 
   T +31 (0)6 13 76 09 40 - sarah@tretigri.org !
   administrative contacts: 
   Matthieu Bajolet, administration, production  
   T +33 (0)6 99 54 80 65 - matthieu@ivanamuller.com  
   Gerco de Vroeg, bookings, tour management, prod.  
   T +33 (0)6 75 06 15 75 - gerco@ivanamuller.com !!
artist  Ivana Müller 
performance Partituur !
description Partituur is an interactive performance for up to 
   25 participants from the age of 7 years old. 
   Each child gets a wireless headphone over which  
   (s)he will listen to a soundtrack of different  
   instructions and music. The duration of the   
   performance is about 30 minutes. 
   Important: All parents accompanying children need 
   to participate as well ie. It is not possible “to 
   just watch“. !!
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TECHNICAL AND PRODUCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS !
Text/  The participants of Partituur will listen, through 
Translation their portable headphones, to a spoken text, in  
   their own language. Currently the text/recording  
   exists in the following languages: American   
   English, French, Dutch, Flemish, Croatian,   
   Norwegian, Italian, Czech, German and Portuguese  
   (from Portugal). If the text doesn’t exist in your 
   language, then it will need to be translated. The 
   organization and costs of this translation   
   (approx. 30 minutes of text) will have to borne by 
   the organizer. 
   The following parts will need to be translated: 
   1. the (to be recorded) performance text 
   2. introduction text (that will be read to the  
   children before the start of the performance); 
   3. a set of instructions (that will be put in the 
   cardboard boxes); 
   4. make a list of 35 fictional names that exist in
    the country where it takes place. !
Recording/ When translated, the text will need to be recorded  
Mixing  and mixed. The exact way of organizing this will  
   need to be discussed, but in general it means: 
   1. finding 3 actors (1 male, 2 female) 
   2. organize a recording session with them (and  
   preferably Ivana) in a professional studio 
   3. have the tapes mixes by our sound engineer 
   When mixed, the tracks will be put on two   
   different cd’s that will be played simultaneously 
   during the performance (and transmitted from  
   senders to headphones) !
The monster We ask  to find a volunteer to perform the role of 
   the monster. That person can be either male or  
   female and doesn’t need to have previous stage  
   experience. He/she wears a costume  and is   
   basically unrecognizable.(S)He walks around and/or  
   hides during the show and at the end has 5   
   minutes with participants. (S)he is coached before 
   the show by the coordinator of the company. (S)he 
   should be available 1 hour 30 before the start of 
   the first performance. !!
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Installation Duration: approx. 4 hours / in the morning if the 
   first performance starts somewhere in the   
   afternoon). If the performance starts earlier,  
   then the set-up should take place the day before. 
   The number of people needed for the technical  
   installation will have to be determined based on  
   location and specific needs of the site   
   (additional lights or not, dance floor in place) 
  
Space  The choice of location must be done in    
   consultation with the company, either by choosing 
   the space together (in person), or by sending  
   photos. The space should have daylight. 
   The space should be minimal 100 m2 with the   
   smaller side being minimal 6 meters long. 
   The space should preferably be on the ground floor 
   and have windows on one side. There should be an  
   entrance possibility on the window front of the  
   space. 
   The space should be laid out with a dark Marley  
   dance floor. !
Lighting  We ask a simple spotlight that does not vary  
   during the performance, ideally we take advantage 
   of daylight embellished with extra light if   
   needed. 
   Otherwise, we ask for simple general lighting  
   created by 8-12 PC spots. The exact lighting plan 
   will always be adjusted to the possibilities and  
   circumstances of each venue.  !
Sound  All sound is transmitted by our wireless headphone 
   system. In case it is agreed so with the venue: 
   We bring in:  
   2 Sennheiser sender units and 32 wireless   
   headphones. (2 for the I’M company; 30 for the  
   participants). !
   The senders operate in a frequency range of   
   863-865 Mhz. Please inform us if it is legally  
   possible to operate devices in that frequency  
   range in your country and/or if there is other  
   radio traffic to be expected in that frequency  
   range, which would cause interference with our  
   system. !
   You can play at maximum for 30 participants.  !
   In case it is not agreed with the venue that we  
   bring this equipment (for financial reasons of  
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   transport) we ask the organizers to provide us  
   with such or similar equipment (please contact  
   Martin Kaffarnik if needed to approve the choice  
   of equipment). !
   We ask you to provide:  
   2 CD-players with separate headphone outputs or 2 
   CD-players and a small mixer with 2 independent  
   headphone outputs. !
Props  We ask you to provide:  
   - Dance floor red, gray or black. 
   - A table to set up the technical equipment 
   - A dozen adapters to charge the batteries of  
   helmets 
   - 15 cardboard boxes of dimension H30xW40xL50 cm  
   (+ or-5cm), free from any text or image being  
   printed on it (see picture below) 
   - Fifteen cushions or 10 to 15 small chairs and 2 
   benches for seating children. 
   - Provide hangers to be installed outside the  
   place of performance (for jackets etc.) 
   - A mop + bucket of water to clean after each  
   presentation + a dry cloth. 
   - Provide catering, water, tea, coffee for the  
   team + the monster !
We bring  One extra suitcase with: 
   - Gaffer tape in different colors 
   - Monster costume 
   - Headphones and sender units (if agreed upon with 
   the theatre) 
   - Other material !
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# cardboard boxes

# dark dance floor

# gaffer tape (comp.)

# table

# seats/

# costume (comp.)

# monstre

# head phones 
(comp.) 
# an exterior

# windows, a door
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